Abstract Effective conductivity of a 2D composite corresponding to the regular hexagonal arrangement of superconducting disks is expressed in the form of a long series in the volume fraction of ideally conducting disks. According to our calculations based on various re-summation techniques, both the threshold and critical index are obtained in good agreement with expected values. The critical amplitude is in the interval (5.14, 5.24) that is close to the theoretical estimation 5.18. The next order (constant) term in the high concentration regime is calculated for the first time, and the best estimate is equal to (−6.229). Final formula is derived for the effective conductivity for arbitrary volume fraction.
Introduction
We consider a two-dimensional composite corresponding to the regular hexagonal lattice arrangement of ideally conducting (superconducting) cylinders of radius a embedded into the matrix of a conducting material. The studies of the effective conductivity σ (x) of regular composites were pioneered by Maxwell [36] and Rayleigh [43] . The results of these fundamental research remained limited to the lowest orders in x. Their work was extended in [42] , resulting in rather good numerical solutions valid in much broader concentration intervals.
The effective conductivity σ (x) is an analytic function in x. In general case of a two-phase composite the so-called contrast parameter should be also included into consideration explicitly, see e.g. [13] . We are interested in the case of a high contrast regular composites, when the conductivity of the inclusions is much larger than the conductivity of the host. I.e., the highly conducting inclusions are replaced by the ideally conducting inclusions with infinite conductivity. In this case the contrast parameter is equal to unity and remains implicit. The conductivity of the matrix is normalized by unity as well. From the phase interchange theorem [33] it follows that in two-dimensions the superconductivity problem is dual to the conductivity problem, and the superconductivity critical index is equal to the conductivity index.
Our study is restricted to the two-dimensional case which is still interesting, both for practical [9, 4] and physical reasons [42, 47] . Composite materials often consist of a uniform background-host reinforced by a large number (high concentration) of unidirectional rod -or fiber-like inclusions with high conductivity [4] .
On the other hand, two-dimensional regular hexagonal-arrayed composites [4] , much closer resemble the two-dimensional random composites, than their respective 3D counterparts do [47] . The tendency to order in the two-dimensional random system of disks, is a crucial feature in the theory of composites at high concentrations.
Most strikingly it appears that the maximum volume fraction of
≈ 0.9069, is attained both for the regular hexagonal array of disks and for random (irregular) 2D composites [47] .
A numerical study of the 2D hexagonal case can be found in [42] . Their final formula (1) σ (x) = 1 − 2x 0.075422x 6 1−1.06028x 12 
compares rather well with numerical data of [42] . Note that (1) diverges with critical exponent s = 1, as x → 0.922351. This property on one hand makes the formula more accurate in the vicinity of a true critical point but, on the other hand, makes any comparison in the critical region meaningless. It remains rather accurate till x = 0.85, where the error is 0.47%. For x = 0.905 the error is 52%. Expression (1) was derived using only terms up to the 12th order in concentration. The expansion of (1) is characterized by a rather regular behavior of the coefficients, σ reg (x) = 1 + 2x + 2x 2 + 2x 3 + 2x 4 + 2x 5 + 2x 6 + 2.15084x 7 + 2.30169x 8 + 2.45253x 9 + 2.60338x 10 + 2.75422x 11 + 2.90506x 12 + O(x 13 ).
One can, in principle, collect the higher-order terms as well. However, such derivation of an additional terms can not be considered as consistent since it relies on the agreement with numerical results. It turns out though, that (2) compares well with our results shown below, see (6) . Except an immediate vicinity of the critical point, analytic-numeric approach of [4] , is in a good agreement with the numerical results of [42] .
In a different limit of high concentrations Keller [32] suggested a constructive asymptotic method for regular lattices, leading to very transparent, inverse squareroot formula for the square array [32] . Berlyand and Novikov [10] extended Keller's method to the hexagonal array,
Thus the critical amplitude A (pre-factor), is equal to A ≈ 5.18. We will examine below this result for the critical amplitude from the perspective of re-summation techniques suggested before for square regular arrays [18] . By analogy with square lattice [38] , we expect a constant correction in the asymptotic regime,
where the correction term B can not be found in the literature, to the best of our knowledge. It will be calculated below by different methods.
With account for such correction, the final universal formula valid for all possible concentrations from 0 to
, has the form ).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the essentials of the long series derivation. Section 3, applies various methods to the critical point calculation and compares the obtained results. In Section 4 the critical index and amplitude A are calculated. Section 5 where the most accurate formula for all volume fractions is derived, comparing the obtained predictions to numerical data. The amplitude B is calculated. Section 6 is concerned with interpolation with Pade approximants. Section 7 returns to discussion of the ansatz for construction of the starting approximation. Section 8 gives unified approach to the square and hexagonal lattices. Section 9 considers Dirichlet summation to extract the asymptotic behavior of series coefficients. Section 10 derives the asymptotic formula by use of the lubrication theory. Section 11 considers random composites related to the hexagonal lattice. Finally, Section 12 concludes with a discussion of obtained results.
Series for Hexagonal array of superconducting cylinders
We proceed to the case of a hexagonal lattice of inclusions, where rather long expansions in concentration will be presented an analyzed systematically. The coefficients a n in the expansion of σ (x) = 1 + ∑ ∞ n=1 a n x n , are expressed through elliptic functions by exact formulas from [39, 40] . Below, this expansion is presented in the truncated numerical form, 
The first twelve coefficients of (6) and the Taylor expansions of (1) coincide. The next coefficients can be calculated by exact formulas from [39, 40] . This requires use of the double precision and perhaps a power computer, not a standard laptop.
Since we are dealing with the limiting case of a perfectly conducting inclusions when the conductivity of inclusions tends to infinity, the effective conductivity is also expected to tend to infinity as a power-law, as the concentration x tends to the maximal value x c for the hexagonal array,
The critical superconductivity index (exponent) s is believed to be 1/2 for all lattices [10] . For sake of exploring how consistent are various resummation techniques, we will calculate the index. The critical amplitudes A and B are unknown non-universal parameters to be calculated below as well. The problem of interest can be formulated mathematically as follows. Given the polynomial approximation (6) of the function σ (x), to estimate the convergence radius x c of the Taylor series σ (x); to determine critical index s and amplitudes A, B of the asymptotically equivalent approximation (7) near x = x c .
When such extrapolation problem is solved, we proceed to solve an interpolation problem of matching the two asymptotic expressions for the conductivity and derive interpolation formula for all concentrations.
Critical Point

Padé approximants
Probably the simplest and direct way to extrapolate, is to apply the Padé approximants P n,m (x), which is nothing else but ratio of the two polynomials P n (x) and P m (x) of the order n and m, respectively. The coefficients are derived directly from the coefficients of the given power series [6, 44] from the requirement of asymptotic equivalence to the given series or function f (x). When there is a need to stress the last point, we simply write
In order to estimate the position of a critical point, let us apply the diagonal Padé approximants,
Padé approximants locally are the best rational approximations of power series. Their poles determine singular points of the approximated functions [44, 6] . Calculations with Padé approximants are straightforward and can be performed with Mathematica R . They do not require any preliminary knowledge of the critical index and we have to find the position of a simple pole. In the theory of periodic 2D composites [8, 25, 45] , their application is justifiable rigorously away from the square-root singularity and from the high-contrast limit.
There is a convergence within the approximations for the critical point generated by the sequence of Padé approximants, corresponding to their order increasing:
The main body of the approximations is well off the exact value. The percentage error given by the last/best approximant in the sequence equals to 1.5413%. If only the first row of the Padé table is studied [44] , then the best estimate is equal to 0.929867, close to the estimates with the diagonal sequence.
We suggest that further increase in accuracy is limited by triviality, or "flatness" of the coefficients values in six starting orders of (6) . Consider another sequence of approximants, when diagonal Padé approximants are multiplied with ClausiusMossotti-type expression,
The transformation which lifts the flatness, does improve convergence of the sequence of approximations for the threshold, x 7 = 0.94568, x 8 − n.a., x 9 = 0.948299, x 10 = 0.9287, x 11 = 0.945681, x 12 = 0.89793, x 13 = 0.903517. The percentage error given by the last approximant in the sequence equals −0.373%. In order to judge the quality of the latter estimate, let us try highly recommended D − Log Padé method [6] , which also does not require a preliminary knowledge of the critical index value. One has to differentiate Log of (6), apply the diagonal Padé approximants and define the critical point as the position of the pole nearest to the origin. The best estimate obtained this way is x 12 = 0.919304, with percentage error of 1.368%. One can also estimate the value of critical index as a residue [6] , and obtain rather disappointing value of 0.73355.
Corrected Threshold
An approach based on the Padé approximants produces the expressions for the cross-properties from "left-to-right", extending the series from the dilute regime of small x to the high-concentration regime of large x. Alternatively, one can proceed from "right-to-left", i.e. extending the series from the large x (close to x c ) to small x [18, 20, 52] .
We will first derive an approximation to the high-concentration regime and then extrapolate to the less concentrated regime. There is an understanding that physics of a 2D high-concentration, regular and irregular composites is related to the socalled "necks", certain areas between closely spaced disks [32, 9, 10] .
Assume also that the initial guess for the threshold value is available from previous Padé -estimates, and is equal to x 6 = 0.945958.
The simplest way to proceed is to look for the solution in the whole region [0, x c ), in the form which extends asymptotic expression from [37] , σ = α 1 (x c − x) −1/2 + α 2 . This approximation works well for the square lattice of inclusions [18] .
In the case of hexagonal lattice we consider its further extension,
where index s is considered as another unknown. All unknowns can be obtained from the three starting non-trivial terms of (6), namely σ ≃ 1 + 2x + 2x 2 + 2x 3 . Thus the parameters equal α 1 = 2.24674, α 2 = −1.43401, α 3 = 0.0847261, s = 0.832629. Let us assume that the true solution σ may be found in the same form but with exact, yet unknown threshold X c ,
The expression (11) may be inverted and X c expressed explicitly,
Formula (12) is a formal expression for the threshold, since Σ (x) is also unknown. We can use for Σ the series in x, so that instead of a true threshold we have an effective threshold, X c (x), given in the form of a series in x. For the concrete series (6), the following expansion follows, X c (x) = x 6 + 0.0134664x 4 
which should become a true threshold X c as x → X c . Moreover, let us apply re-summation procedure to the expansion (13) using the diagonal Padé approximants. Finally let us define the sought threshold X * c selfconsistently from the following equations dependent on the approximants order,
meaning simply that as we approach the threshold, the RHS of (14) should become the threshold. Since the diagonal Padé approximants of the n-th order are defined for an even number of terms 2n, we will also have a sequence of X * c,n . Solving equation (14), we obtain X * 
Critical index is known
Also, one can pursue a slightly different strategy, assuming that critical index is known (s = 1/2), and is incorporated into initial approximation. Recalculated parameters equal α 1 = 5.12249, α 2 = −5.74972, α 3 = 1.52472. For the series (6), the following expansion follows, The method of corrected threshold produces good results based only on the starting twelve terms from the expansion (6), in contrast with the Padé-based approximations, requiring all available terms to gain similar accuracy. The task of extracting the threshold, a purely geometrical quantity, from the solution of the physical problem is not trivial and is relevant to similar attempts to find the threshold for random systems from the expressions for some physical quantities [47] .
Instead of the super-exponential approximants one can exactly as above apply the diagonal Padé approximants,
Solving equation (18), we obtain X * c, 3 
Critical Index and Amplitude
Standard way to proceed with critical index calculations when the value of the threshold is known can be found in [6] , [19] . One would first apply the following transformation,
to the series (6) in order to make application of the different approximants more convenient. Then, to such transformed series M 1 (z) apply the D− Log transformation and call the transformed series M(z). In terms of M(z) one can readily obtain the sequence of approximations s n for the critical index s,
Unfortunately, in the case of (6) this approach fails. There is no discernible convergence at all within the sequence of s n . Also, even the best result s 12 = 0.573035, is far off the expected 0.5. Failure of the standard approach underscores the need for a new methods.
Critical Index with D − Log Corrections
Let us look for a possibility of improving the estimate for the index along the same lines as were already employed in the case of a square lattice of inclusions [18] , by starting to find a suitable starting approximation for the conductivity and critical index.
Mind that one can derive the expressions for conductivity from "left-to-right", i.e. extending the series from small x to large x. Alternatively, one can proceed from "right-to-left", i. extending the series from the large x (close to x c ) to small x [18, 20, 52] . Let us start with defining reasonable "right-to-left" zero-approximation, which extends the form used in [18, 37] for the square arrays.
The simplest way to proceed is to look for the solution in the whole region [0, x c ). as the formal extension of the expansion,
All parameters in (21) will be obtained by matching it asymptotically with the truncated series σ 4 = 1 + 2x + 2x 2 + 2x 3 + 2x 4 , with the following result,
We present below a concrete scheme for calculating both critical index and amplitude, based on the idea of corrected approximants [21] . We will attempt to correct the value of s 0 = 0.520766 for the critical index by applying D − Log Padé approximation to the remainder of series (6) .
Let us divide the original series (6) by σ r−l 4 (x) given by (22) , apply to the newly found series transformation (19) , then apply D − Log transformation and call the transformed series K(z). Finally one can obtain the following sequence of the Padé approximations for the corrected critical index,
The following "corrected" sequence of approximate values for the critical index can be calculated readily: s 4 Generally, one would expect that with adding more terms to the expansion (6), quality of estimates for s would improve. As was briefly discussed above, formula (1) can be expanded in arbitrary order in x, generating more terms in expansion (2). Such procedure, of course, is not a rigorous derivation of true expansion, but can be used for illustration of the behavior of s n with larger n.
and one can compute numerically corresponding amplitude,
with A 0 = 4.693. Expressions of the type (24) have more general form than suggested before in [15, 16, 19] , based on renormalization methods. Convergence for the index above is expected to be supplemented by convergence in the sequence of approximate values for critical amplitude, but results are still a bit scattered to conclude about the amplitude value. For the last two approximations we find A 11 = 4.80599, A 12 = 5.38288, signaling possibility of a larger value than 4.82, originating from multiplication of the critical amplitude for the square lattice by √ 3, as suggested by O'Brien [42] . To improve the estimates for amplitude A, assume that the value of critical index s = 1/2 is given, and construct γ n (z) to satisfy the correct value at infinity. There is now a good convergence for the amplitude, i.e, in the highest orders, A 10 = 5.09584, A 11 = 5.1329, A 12 = 5.14063. Corresponding expression for the approximant
where 
Corresponding effective conductivity can be obtained numerically,
The maximum error is at x = 0.905 and equals 0.4637%. It turns out that formula (29) is good.
Critical Amplitude and Formula for all Concentrations
For practical applications we suggest below the particular re-summation schemes, leading to the analytical expressions for the effective conductivity.
Correction with Padé approximants
Let us ensure the correct critical index already in the starting approximation for σ r−l , so that all parameters in (30) are obtained by matching it asymptotically with the truncated series σ 3 = 1 + 2x + 2x 2 + 2x 3 ,
To extract corrections to the critical amplitude, we divide the original series (6) by (30) , apply to the new series transformation (19) . Call the newly found series G [z] . Finally build a sequence of the diagonal Padé approximants, so that the amplitudes are expressed by the formula (α 1 = 5.09924),
leading to a several reasonable estimates A 7 = 5.26575, A 11 = 5.23882, A 12 = 5.25781, A 13 = 5.25203. Complete expression for the effective conductivity cor-responding to A 11 can be reconstructed readily,
Formula (32) is practically as good as (29) . Maximum error is at the point x = 0.905 and equals 0.563%.
Padé approximants. Standard scheme
Our second suggestion for the conductivity formula valid for all concentrations is based on the following conventional considerations [7] . Let us first calculate the critical amplitude A. To this end let us again apply transformation (19) to the original series (6) to obtain transformed series M 1 (z). Then apply to M 1 (z) another transformation to get yet another series, T (z) = M 1 (z) −1/s , in order to get rid of the squareroot behavior at infinity. In terms of T (z) one can readily obtain the sequence of approximations A n for the critical amplitude A,
There are only few reasonable estimates for the amplitude, A 6 = 4.55252, A 11 = 4.49882, A 12 = 4.64665 and A 13 = 4.68505. The last value is the best if compared with the conjectured in [42] , A = 4.82231. Following the prescription, the effective conductivity can be easily reconstructed in terms of the Padé approximant (corresponding to A 12 ) and compared with the numerical results in the whole region of concentrations. The maximum error is at x = 0.905, and equals −5.67482%. On the other hand, if the conjectured value A b is enforced at infinity, through the two-point Padé approximant, the results improve and the maximuml error at the same concentration is −3.18511%. Corresponding formula for all concentrations, which also respects 24 terms from the series T [z] is given as follows,
where (38) Various expressions are shown in Fig.3 . Note, that significant deviations of the Corrected Padé formula (44) and of the Standard Padé formula (36) from the reference rational expression (1), start around x = 0.85. All formulas start to depart from the original series around x = 0.8. The two formulae, (44) and (36), happen to be very close to each other almost everywhere, except in the immediate vicinity of the critical point.
Accurate final formula
According to our calculations, based on various re-summation techniques applied to the series (6), we conclude that the critical amplitude is in the interval from 5.14 to 5.24, by 6 − 9% higher than following naively to O'Brien's 4.82.
Below we present an exceptionally accurate and more compact formula for the effective conductivity (32) valid for all concentrations.
Let us start with modified expression (30) taking into account also the O'Brien suggestion already in the starting approximation for the amplitude in σ r−l . All remaining parameters in (30) are obtained by matching it asymptotically with the truncated series σ 2 = 1 + 2x + 2x 2 ,
Repeating the procedure developed in subsection 5.1, we receive several reasonable estimates for the critical amplitude, A 7 = 5.18112, A 11 = 5.15534, A 12 = 5.19509, A 13 = 5.18766.
Complete expression for the effective conductivity corresponding to the first estimate for the amplitude, is given as follows
and
, where 
The formulae predict a sharp increase from σ * 7 (0.906) = 166.708, to σ * 7 (0.9068) = 513.352, in the immediate vicinity of the threshold, where other approaches [42, 4, 9] , fail to to produce an estimate. At the largest concentration x = 0.9068993 mentioned in [42] , the conductivity is very large, 8375.34. This formula (40) after slight modifications can be written in the form (5) .
Asymptotic expression can be extracted from for the approximant (40),
Even closer agreement with numerical results of [42] is achieved with approximant corresponding to A 13 .
where
, f 1 (x) = 1. 
It describes even more accurately than (40) , the numerical data in the interval from x = 0.85 up to the critical point. The maximum error for the formula (44) is truly negligible, −0.042%.
Asymptotic expression can be extracted from for the approximant (44), 
Role of randomness
For random two-dimensional composite we obtained recently [36] , the following closed-form expression for the effective conductivity,
with
Closed-form expression for the effective conductivity of the regular hexagonal array of disks is given by (44) . Since the two expressions are defined in the same domain of concentrations, a comparison can explicitly quantify the role of a randomness (irregularity) of the composite. In order to estimate an enhancement factor due to randomness we use ratio of (48) to (44) . In particular, the enhancement factor at x = 0.906, is equal to 104.593. In Figure 4 , such an enhancement factor is shown 13 (x) of the effective conductivity for the random composite to the effective conductivity of the hexagonal regular lattice calculated with (48) and (44), respectively.
in the region of high concentrations.
Interpolation with High-concentration Padé approximants
When two expansions (6) and (43) are available, the problem of reconstruction greatly simplifies and can be solved upfront in terms of Padé approximants.
This approach requires as an input at least two parameters from weak and strong-coupling (high-concentration) regimes, including the value of amplitude A = 5.18112 from (43) . Similar problem for random composites was considered in [2] .
Assume that the next-order term, B = −6.22923 from (43) , is known in advance. The high-concentration limit, In terms of z-variable (19), the strong-coupling limit is simply
The Padé approximants all conditioned to give a constant value as z → 0 are given below,
The unknowns in (51) will be obtained by the asymptotic conditioning to (50) and (6) . In all orders β =
. Explicitly, in original variables, the following expressions transpire, 
The approximants are strictly non-negative and respect the structure of (6), e.g.
since all lower-order powers generated by square-roots, are suppressed by design. But in higher order, emerging integer powers of roots should be suppressed again and again, to make sure that only integer powers of x are present. As x → x c ,
and only integer powers of a square-root appear in higher-orders. Both p 3,2 (x) and p 4,3 (x) give good estimates for the conductivity, from below and above respectively. Their simple arithmetic average works better than each of the approximants. The bounds hold till the very core of the high-concentration regime, till x = 0.906. Particularly clear form is achieved for the resistivity, an inverse of conductivity, r(z) = (p(z)) −1 , e.g., 
With the variable X = √ z, the resistivity problem is reduced to studying the sequence of Padé approximants R n = r n,n+1 (X), n = 1, 2...l/2, with X ∈ [0, ∞), and analogy with the Stieltjes truncated moment problem [1, 14, 34] , is complete as long as the resistivity expands at X → ∞ in the Laurent polynomial with the signalternating coefficients, coinciding with the "Stieltjes-moments" µ k (see e.g., [49, 48] , were the original work of Stieltjes is explained very clearly).
The moments formally define corresponding Stieltjes integral as X → ∞,
l is even [14] , and
The Stieltjes moment problem can possess a unique solution or multiple solutions, dependent on the behavior of the moments, in contrast with the problem of moments for the finite interval [8, 25, 45] , which is solved uniquely if the solution exists [50] . The role of variable is played by the contrast parameter, while in our case of a high-contrast composite, the variable is X.
In our setup,there are just two moments available and resistivity is reconstructed using also a finite number of coefficients in the expansion at small X. I.e., the reduced (truncated) two point Padé approximation is considered, also tightly related to the moment problem [34, 29, 27] . In fact, even pure interpolation problem can be presented as a moment problem. We obtain here upper and lower bounds for resistivity (conductivity) in a good agreement with simulations [42] .
It does seem interesting and non-trivial that the effective resistivity (conductivity) can be presented in the form of a Stieltjes integral [50, 49, 48] , when the variable (19) is used.
Independent estimation of the amplitude B
We intend to calculate the amplitude B independent on previous estimates. Start with the choice of the simplest approximant as zero-approximation,
The way how we proceeded above was to look for multiplicative corrections to some plausible "zero-order" approximate solution. We can also look for an additive corrections in a similar fashion. To this end subtract (58) from (2) to get some new series g(x). Change the variable x = y 2 to bring the series to a standard form. The diagonal Padé approximants to the series g(y) are supposed to give a correction to the value of 1, suggested by (58). To calculate the correction one has to find the value of the corresponding approximant as y → √ x c . The following sequence of approximations for the amplitude B can be calculated now readily,
The sequence of approximations is shown in Fig.5 
where 13 .
(62) The maximum error for the formula (60) is very small, 0.0824%, only slightly inferior compared with (44) . The amplitude B is firmly in the interval (5.95, 6.22), according to our best two formulae.
Discussion of the ansatz (21,30)
In the case of a square lattice of inclusions [42, 30, 31, 5, 18] , we looked for the solution in a simple form,
and obtained the unknowns from the two starting terms of the corresponding series,
Then, α 1 = π 3/2 2 ≈ 2.784, α 2 = (1 − π), same form as obtained asymptotically in [37] , with exactly the same value for the leading amplitude as obtained in [32] .
Also the lower bound for amplitude A is equal to 2.753, and the upper bound is equal to = 2.856, as can be found directly from the corresponding corrected Padé sequences for the critical amplitude [18] .
Formula (63) despite its asymptotic nature, turned out to be rather accurate in the whole region of concentrations. We try to understand below why it is so.
Let us subtract the approximant (63) from the series (64), apply to the new series transformation (19) . Then we apply to such transformed series another procedure, intended to find corrections to the values of amplitudes α 1 and α 2 . Such task is nontrivial, especially when one is interested in analytical solutions. It can be solved using general form of root approximants derived in [20, 52] ,
under asymptotic condition
Elementary power-counting gives s 1 = 3/2, s 2 = −3/4. All other unknowns can now be determined uniquely in a standard fashion from the condition of asymptotic equivalence as z → 0. 
can be re-expanded in the vicinity of x c with the result
indicating only small corrections to the values of amplitudes. Such asymptotic stability of all amplitudes additionally justifies the ansatz, and final corrected expression σ sq = σ r−l 1 + σ add , appears to be just slightly larger than (63). Note that modified Padé approximants as described above, are only able to produce additive corrections in the form
) as z → ∞. In the case of hexagonal lattice, such simple proposition as 63 does not appear to be stable in the sense described above. We have to try lengthier expressions of the same type, such as (30 
leads to the very small, almost negligible asymptotic corrections to the ansatz (30) . E.g., the leading amplitude changes to the value of 5.09925. Such asymptotic stability of all amplitudes justifies the ansatz. Of course, it also appears to be reasonable when compared with the whole body of numerical results. The lower bound= 5.0925, and the upper bound bound= 5.298, can be found directly from the corresponding corrected Padé sequences.
Square and Hexagonal United
From the physical standpoint of there is no qualitative difference between the properties of hexagonal and square lattice arrangements of inclusions. Therefore one might expect that a single expression exists for the effective conductivity of the two cases.
Mathematically one is confronted with the following problem: for the functions of two variables σ sq (x, x sq c ) and σ hex (x, x hex c ), to find the transformation or relation which connects the two functions. (Here x hex c ≡ x c ). Assuming that the expressions for both lattices are different only with respect to lattice parameters simplifies the task, but is not necessary. The problem is really simplified due to similar leading asymptotic terms in the dilute and highly concentrated limits. On general grounds, one can expect that up to some simply behaving "correcting" function of a properly chosen non-dimensional concentration, the two functions are identical. Below we do not solve the problem from the first principles, but address it within the limits of some accurate approximate approach.
We intend to express σ sq and σ hex in terms of the corresponding non-dimensional variables, Z sq = Then, we formulate a new ansatz which turns to be good both for square and hexagonal lattices,
where u is a control parameter introduced by the self-similar renormalization [22, 24] applied to the asymptotic form (63). One can obtain the unknowns from the three starting terms of the corresponding series, which happen to be identical for both lattices under investigation. Then, the method of (5.1), when the ansatz (70) is corrected through application of the Padé approximants, is applied. Emerging diagonal Padé-sequences for critical amplitudes are convergent for both lattices and good results are simultaneously achieved in the same order, employing 24 terms from the corresponding expansions.
We select from the emerging sequences only approximants which are also holomorphic functions. Not all approximants generated by the procedure are holomorphic. The holomorphy of diagonal Padé approximants in a given domain implies their uniform convergence inside this domain (A.A. Gonchar, see [26] 
and for the square lattice,
The initial approximation for the hexagonal lattice,
Correction term for the hexagonal lattice,
Numerators and denominators of these expressions are given by polynomials, The ratio of final expressions for the conductivity of corresponding lattices, Σ Z hex Fig. 6 The ratio of final expressions for the conductivity of corresponding lattices,
It turns out that the ratio is bounded function of Z, and changes monotonously from 1 (Z = 1) to 1.669 (Z = 0). The last number is not far from the O'Brien suggestion [42] , and is simply 9 Dirichlet summation. Large-n behavior of series coefficients.
We will try to evaluate how the coefficients of the series behave at large-n. From the practical viewpoint it is beneficial to have such information (if available), to be included into resummation procedure. The so-called Borel summation is known to render filed-theoretical calculations more consistent. With a similar goal, we employ the ordinary Dirichlet's series, defined conventionally φ (c) = ∑ ∞ i=1 a n n −c , where a n stands for the coefficients of the original series.
Essential difference distinguishes the general theory of Dirichlet's series from the simpler theory of power series. The region of convergence of a power series is determined by the position of the nearest singular points of the function which it represents. The circle of convergence extends up to the nearest singular point. No such simple relation holds in the general case of Dirichlet's series. When convergent in a portion of the plane they only may represent a function regular all over the plane, or in a wider region of it.
However in an important case relevant to our study, the line of convergence necessarily contains at least one singularity. It is covered by the following theorem:
Theorem 10 [28] . If all the coefficients of the series are positive or zero, then the real point of the line of convergence is a singular point of the function represented by the series.
We conjecture, following [35] , that for large-n the sum-function of coefficients, S n = a 1 + a 2 + ... + a n , behave as follows,
Then, Dirichlet's series can be written explicitly in the form [35] ,
where g(c) stands for the regular part, and δ is a parameter. This expression is valid at c > c 1 , where the Dirichlet's series are convergent. In order to return to the physical region of variables x and conductivity, let us apply the following transformation
with the inverse
with c 1 = x c , The singular part of the conductivity after such transformation is expressed in the form
and we should also set ε = −1/2. Parameter δ is simply connected with the critical
This expression should also be regularized at small x, so that
Close to critical point it can be expanded,
After extracting the singular part from the series, the regular part expands for small x into the following expression (only few low-order terms are shown)
which is an expansion in √ x. To this expansion we apply the diagonal Padé approximants. Presence of fractional powers can be easily taken into account by change of variables, x = y 2 , leading to doubling the number of approximants which can be constructed, compared with series of only integer powers.
E.g., in the lowest orders, in addition to a standard polynomial ratio with integer highest power,
, there is another ratio
, with fractional highest power, which can be considered as a diagonal Padé approximant too. Only the former-type polynomial ratios will be presented below, since the lattertype ratios do not bring better results in the current context.
Our goal now is to calculate the second, constant term in expansion close to x c , denoted above as B. The correction to the constant term in the expansion emerges directly from the Padé approximant calculated at x = x c ,
We receive several reasonable estimates for the amplitude B: B 5 = −6.40157, B 6 = −6.28506, B 7 = −6.27028, B 8 = −6.33762, B 11 = −6.29595, B 12 = −6.29695, B 13 = −6.29842.
Explicitly in 7-th order,
Corresponding expressions for the singular part of solution,
and for the regular part g(x) =
given by the Pade approximant, we find (94)
The maximum error for the formula is small, just −0.1602%. The formulae predict the following values, σ D 7 (0.906) = 166.494, σ D 7 (0.9068) = 512.7472, σ D 7 (0.9068993) = 8376.58. These value are very close to the predictions already presented above.
We conclude that our conjecture concerning the large-n behavior of the sumfunction of the coefficients, is in a good agreement with available numerical data. Also the estimates for B, which stem from the conjecture, is close to other estimates from the present paper.
Algorithms and mathematical methods used above, are based on asymptotic power-series for the effective conductivity and various resummation techniques to ensure their convergence. Such approach is typical for Computational Science of Composite Materials. It is interesting to compare such approach and classic methodology based on direct solutions of PDE's.
Application of Lubrication Theory
To find the effective conductivity in a classic way, one has to consider the local problem for Laplace equation describing regular hexagonal lattice of cylindrical inclusions. Such a study can be based on the Lubrication theory [12] , applicable for an asymptotic regime of large, ideally conducting inclusions. It has to be applied in conjunction with some averaging technique to derive effective conductivity. It is expedient first to consider inclusions with finite conductivity λ , and then to consider the limit λ → ∞.
Main idea of the Lubrication theory consists in replacing the original boundary problem with another, corresponding to a simpler geometry (see Fig.7 ). I.e. the original hexagonal elementary cell is replaced by a circle off radii b. Using so-called "fast" variables (ξ , η) and the corresponding local polar coordinates (r, θ ) we arrive at the following problem (for details see [30, 31] )
where a is the radius of inclusions. For definiteness, the external flux is taken in such a way that the macroscopic flow is presented by the potential u 0 = (x 1 , x 2 ) and the flux by the vector (1, 1) (for details see [30] ). The problem (95)-(97) has the 
where the constants are determined by the boundary conditions
According to the Lubrication approach [12, 5] , let us consider an external contour for the cell, as a circle of varying radii
Integration is conducted over the quarter of the elementary cell, shown in Fig.8 . Following general prescriptions of the averaging method, we derive averaged coefficient
where |Ω | = 2 √ 3. The integration is performed to satisfy also the relation (100); in particular, b(ξ ) is considered as a corresponding functions of varying radius. 
Lubrication Approximation and Correction
After some transformations we receive the following expression for the effective conductivity (or thermal conductivity) as the function of the inclusion size a,
As the inclusion size tend to its limiting value, a → 1, the leading term in the conductivity of the ideally conducting inclusions can be found in the familiar form,
When expressed in terms of volume fraction of inclusions (103), coincides with Keller's formula (3). The first (constant) correction term to the formulae (102), can be also obtained, leading to "shifted" expression for the conductivity in the critical region,
Formula (102) works rather well, with accuracy less than 2%, for concentrations as low as x ≃ 0.82. Its predictions for concentrations very close to x c , are also very near to predictions from other formulae given above (see Fig.9 ). Formula (102) becomes invalid for x ≤ 0.3023. In the case of a square lattice of inclusions, Lubrication theory gives the following asymptotic result [3] ,
Formula 105 should be compared with the more accurate result of [37] , [38] ,
It appears that Lubrication theory assumptions, concerning reduction of the elementary cell to a circle, work better for the hexagonal lattice than for the square lattice. In both cases the correction term is overestimated.
Classic approach to PDE's solution thus is limited to high-concentration asymptotic regime with strong interactions between inclusions.
On the other side, the whole well-developed family of self consistent methods which include Maxwell's approach, effective medium approximations, differential schemes etc., are valid only for a dilute composites when interactions between inclusions do not matter [41] .
In contrast, computational methods of the present paper are applicable everywhere.
Let us derive an interpolation formula by matching the two limiting expressions, (6) and (104). The method of sewing the two limiting behaviors together will be chosen to employ the main idea of Section 9. First we assume that the high-concentration formula (104) holds everywhere and then derive an additive correction in the form of the diagonal Padé approximants in such a way that also the low-concentration limit (6) is respected. It turns out that such approach not only generates another good interpolation formula, but also calculates an additive correction to the amplitude B. Technically, one should only replace the expression (86) with (104) and extract it from the 6, leading to the new series g(x) and to corresponding approximations to the sought amplitude,
We receive several reasonable estimates for the amplitude B: B 5 = −6.37811, B 6 = −6.29179, B 7 = −6.28019, B 8 = −6.42952, B 11 = −6.29702, B 12 = −6.29908, B 13 = −6.32249. These results are only slightly higher than estimates obtained above in Section 9. Interpolation formula corresponding to B 7 is as accurate as its counterpart suggested in Section 9.
Random composite from hexagonal representative cell
In the present paper, the numerical computations for random composites are performed for the hexagonal representative cell. The number of inclusions per cell can be taken arbitrary large, hence the shape of the cell does somewhat influences the final result.
The hexagonal lattice serves as the domain Q, where random composite is generated as a probabilistic distribution of disks of radius r (particles), by means of some Monte-Carlo algorithm (protocol) [11] .
Algorithm 1, random sequential addition (RSA). First random point is randomly distributed in Q. Second point is randomly distributed in Q with exception of the small circular region of radius r surrounding the first point. Hence, the distribution of the second random point is conditional and depends on the first random point. More points, up to some number N, can be generated, conditioned that circular regions around all previous points are excluded from Q. This joint random variable for all points correctly determines sought probabilistic distribution. But the computer simulations work only up to concentrations as high as 0.5773, hence is the main RSA limitation. To overcome the limitation and to penetrate the region of larger concentrations, one has to apply some extrapolation technique.
Algorithm 2, random walks (RW) employed also in [36] . N-random points are generated, at first being put onto the nodes of the hexagonal array. Let each point move in a randomly chosen direction with some step. Thus each center obtains new complex coordinate. This move is repeated many times, without particles overlap. If particle does overlap with some previously generated, it remains blocked at this step. After a large number of walks the obtained locations of the centers can be considered as a sought statistical realization, defining random composite.
RW protocol can be applied for arbitrary concentrations including those very close to x c , which stands also for the maximum volume fraction of random composites. At
, we arrive to the regular hexagonal array of disks. The effective conductivity of random composite is also expected to tend to infinity as a power-law, as the concentration x tends to the maximal value x c ,
The superconductivity critical exponent s believed to be close to 4 3 ≈ 1.3 [46] , much different from the regular case. The critical amplitude A is an unknown nonuniversal parameter. We demonstrate below that s depends on the protocol, and suggest simple way to decrease the dependence on protocol. Still, more studies are needed with different protocols.
Algorithm 2 allows to obtain the following power series in concentration,
The higher order polynomial representations fail to give a non-zero value for the fourth-order coefficient. Reasonable estimate for the critical index s can be obtained already from the D − Log formula combined with the transformation (19) , (20) . Namely, the result is s 2 = 1.43811, and for the amplitude we obtain A = 1.21973.
The algorithm 1 produced the following series in concentration [36] ,
The coefficients on x k (k = 5, 6, 7, 8) vanish in (110) with the precision 10 −10 . Good estimate for the critical index s can be obtained already from the D − Log formula (20) . The results are s 2 = 1.28522 for the critical index, and A = 1.57678 for the amplitude.
Ideally, we would like to have s and A to be evaluated independent on protocol, but can hope only that combining two different protocols can decrease the dependence of s on protocols, because errors of the two protocols can compensate.
Assume that both schemes should lead to the same index, amplitude and threshold. Let us form a simple product,
D-Log estimates
Apply now the D − Log technique combined with the transformation (19) , to the series (111). The result is s = s 2 = 1.34715, better than for each of the individual components.
Simple addition of (110) and (109) also leads to a good estimate 1.34888, by the D − Log technique.
Slightly better result is achieved for the geometrical mean of the series,
and s = s 2 = 1.34542. The coefficients in the expansion for small x,
are formed as a compromise between the two algorithms. The effective conductivity can be reconstructed [16, 19, 36] , from an effective critical index (or β -function). After some calculations, we obtain 
"Single pole" approximation
Critical index can be estimated also from a standard representation for the derivative
as x → x c , thus defining critical index as the residue in the corresponding single pole.
Outside of the immediate vicinity of the critical point a diagonal Padé approximant is assumed for the residue estimation [6] , but such approach fails in the case under study. Let us use another representation, in the form of a factor approximant [16] ,
with the following values for parameters b 2 = 7.84091, s 2 = −0.140629, found for the series (112). Formula (116) leads to the simple expression for the critical index
and to the value s = 1.35129. The effective conductivity can be reconstructed as follows,
through the hypergeometric function. The "single pole" approximation (115) is in fact equivalent to the particular case of the hypergeometric function. For the RSA-series (110), the same approach gives s = 1.31786, while for the RW-series (109), s = 1.37978. The difference between the two algorithms is small compared to all others methods employed for the index estimations.
Corrected Index. Scheme 1
We follow below the general idea of [18, 36] , also explained in Subsection 4.1. At first, one should obtain an approximate solution explicitly as a factor approximant [23, 51] . Then we attempt to correct the form of the initial approximation with additional factor, originated from the part of series which did not participate in the formation of the initial approximation, following literally the way leading to (24) .
The simplest factor approximant can be calculated,
Such approximant satisfy the two non-trivial starting terms from the series (113), and incorporates the accepted value of the threshold x c . It predicts for the critical index the value s 0 = 0.862622. In the next step we attempt to correct s 0 using the D − Log-correction approach [18, 36] , as described also in Subsection 4.1. Let us form the following ratio,
Repeating the same steps that lead to the corrected expression for the index 23, we obtain the corrected value s 2 = 1.32067. Corresponding amplitude is equal to 1.48267.
The conductivity can be reconstructed in a closed form. Calculating corresponding integral with β -function [19, 16] 
we obtain σ * 2 (x) = 1.77719 
Corrected Index. Scheme 2
Let us start from the initial approximation (119), and recast it more generally as
where R(x) stands for the regular part of (119). In what follows we attempt to correct f 0 (x) differently than above, assuming instead of s 0 some functional dependence S(x). As x → x c , S(x) → s c , the corrected value. The function S(x) will be designed in such a way, that it smoothly interpolates between the initial value s 0 and the sought value s c . The corrected functional form for the conductivity is now
From ( 
and find the corrected index, s c = S(x c ) = 1.31426. Now we also possess a complete expression for conductivity (123). Scheme 2 due to its simplicity, can always lead to the analytical expression. But Scheme 1 seems to be the most flexible. It also turns out to be weakly dependent on the starting approximation f 0 (x). Indeed, if another starting approximation is considered, f 0 (x) = (2x + 1) 0.355391 (1 − 1.10266x) 1.16919 ,
the corrected index remains good, s 3 = 1.31094. The conductivity again can be reconstructed in a closed form. Calculating corresponding integral with β -function P 3,4 (z), 
we obtain rather lengthy expression, σ * 3 (x) = 1.05615 
Conclusion
Based on estimates for the critical amplitudes A and B, we derived an accurate and relatively compact formula for the effective conductivity (40) valid for all concentrations, including the most interesting regime of very high concentrations. For the high-concentration limit, in addition to the amplitude value of 5.18112, we deduce also that the next order (constant) term B, equals −6.22923. It is possible to extract more coefficients in the high-concentration expansion based on the formula (70). Dirichlet summation is suggested to extract an arbitrary large-n behavior of the coefficients.
When two expansions around different points (6) and (43) are available, the problem of reconstruction can be solved in terms of high-concentration Padé approximants, implying that the effective resistivity (conductivity) can be presented in the form of a Stieltjes integral, in terms of the variable X = Such properties as the superconductivity critical index and threshold for conductivity, can be calculated from the series (6). In the case of truncated series, the standard Padé approximants are not able to describe the correct asymptotic behavior in the high-concentration limit, where in addition to the leading critical exponent also a non-trivial sub-leading exponent(s) plays the role [20, 52] . On the other hand when such a non-trivial asymptotic behavior is treated separately with different type of approximants, the Padé approximants are able to account for the correction. Such patchwork approximations appear to be more accurate and powerful than approximating conventionally with a single type of approximants.
Simple functional relation between the effective conductivity of the hexagonal and square lattices is suggested, expressed in terms of some bounded monotonous function of a non-dimensional concentration of inclusions. Getting an accurate formula in this case, means that correct asymptotic behavior (43) is indeed can be extracted from the series (6), and together they determine the behavior in the whole interval with good accuracy. Neglecting the high-concentration regime dominated by necks, is not admissible.
We also considered a classic approach based on Lubrication theory and concluded that it can be applied strictly within the high-concentration asymptotic regime. In contrary, the celebrated Maxwell's approach, effective medium approximations and differential schemes are valid only for a dilute composites [41] . Computational approach and results of the present paper are applicable everywhere.
We conclude that approach based on the long power series for the effective conductivity as a function of particle volume fraction can be consistently applied in the important case of highly conducting (superconducting) inclusions. Based on our investigation we put forward the final formula (5), for the effective conductivity of the hexagonal array.
